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Abstract

Goal of this research is a) purpose model of the right advertising media to reach potential target markets superior products of Small and Medium Enterprises of Sukoharjo regency is acclaimed local, national, international b) Activity try model of the right advertising media to reach potential target markets superior products of Small and Medium Enterprises of Sukoharjo regency is acclaimed local, national, international c) Produce a description effectively of media advertising options of Small and Medium Enterprises product of Sukoharjo Regency is acclaimed local, national, international d) Produce model of the right advertising media to reach potential target markets superior products of Small and Medium Enterprises of Sukoharjo regency is acclaimed local, national, international. Type of research is to apply is theoritical model test, model test, evaluatif studi /eectively model scale. . The result of research is concluded advertising media to reach potential target markets superior products of Small and Medium Enterprises to 1) word of mouth to social media face book, website, blogspot, twitter, toko on line, blackberry b) Advertising message in social media need high creative, big idea, advertising teks or advertising illustration, c) Friendsship comunities in social media is strategy potential target markets d) Implcation development communication tecnology changes marketing media maping : from old media to new media, from phisic media to click media e) Implcation tecnolgy comunication development changes mass communication theory to social comunication network, social exchange theory, diffusion inovation theory, micro and interpersonal communicatian theory.
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